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Abstract 

This research article presents a new efficient lossless text compression algorithm based on an existing 

dictionary. The proposed algorithm represents the target texts to be compressed in a bit form, and the 

vocabularies are stored in the existing dictionary. Regarding to the results, the time complexity only takes O(n) 

time of both cases of encoding and decoding scenarios. The space complexity is O(d) bit(s) per 2d  words where 

d=1,2,3,…The theoretical results showed bits per words and maximum spaces to be saved. These results 

indicated that the maximum original texts could be compressed more than 99 %.  

Keywords: text compression; bit-level compression; dictionary base compression. 

1. Introduction 

Text compression is among the most important principles in computer science especially when the target sources 

are very large. Solving the problem of text compression algorithm is by reading a target document, and 

algorithms try to resize the target document(s) to minimal space before keeping in the storage. In contrast, 

decompression algorithms extract the compressed file(s)  to the original document(s). Traditionally, the principle 

of text compression can be divided into lossy compression and lossless compression.  
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The lossy compression is viewed as some data of original texts can be loss when the decompression algorithm is 

worked. Meanwhile, the lossless compression algorithm extracts a compression file(s) for all data as well as 

original texts. 

  Basically, famous algorithms (e.g.,Huffman, Ziv-Lempel, and Factor) are shown in [11] and called the classic 

algorithms. Recommended on classic algorithms, [1, 2, 3] and [19, 20, 21] used the keyword to handle text 

compression. The good reviews can be seen in  [19, 20] and [26, 27]. Another principle is the bit representation 

for target texts. Efficient algorithms are shown in [4, 5, 6, 7] and [16, 17, 18]. Up until now, the bit-level is 

always challenging of researchers how to keep a more space when the source will be compressed into data in the 

storage.   

In granular of compression methods, dictionary-based algorithms are the method accommodated the keywords of 

the classic algorithm even the bit-level algorithms. There are several dictionary-based algorithms such as [22, 23, 

24, 25, 26, 27]. These algorithms are efficient algorithms to keep the unique keywords called vocabularies of 

original texts to be compressed. Moreover, the dynamic of dictionary is also shown in [27] for a new algorithm of 

principle. Recently, a big data is highly important principle; as well as, the storage is larger. Additionally, the 

speed of network is faster to access the data source such as an existing dictionary, which is stored in somewhere 

of network (e.g., storage on cloud computing).  

Thus, this research article introduces the new bit-level algorithms employing the bits to represent the target texts. 

The new algorithm employs an existing dictionary which stores the vocabularies to be appeared in the target 

texts. The new method solves the problem by analyzing the keywords in each document; and, these keywords are 

added into the provided dictionary. Afterwards, all original keywords are represented by a single integer one by 

one. In the last step, these numbers are converted to the bit forms for storing in a secondary storage or a 

compressed file.  

This algorithm was evaluated by (1) proofing time and space complexities, and (2) using the demonstration texts 

to illustrate the theoretical results. Regarding to the results, the time complexity only takes O(n) time in the both 

cases of encoding and decoding scenarios; where n is the length of documents. In theoretical results and based on 

2 words to 1024 Mega-words with the length of 8, 16, and 16 characters, the new solution was able to save a 

maximum space of 99.61 % when using long lengths of words.  

The presented sections are organized as follows. Section 2 shows the related works. Section 3 indicates the basic 

definitions and demonstrates how to accommodating the target text in a bit-level form including the algorithm 

scenarios. Section 4 presents the compression algorithms and the decompression algorithms. Section 5 illustrates 

the theoretical results, and section 6 is the discussion. The conclusion and planned future woks are shown in 

section 7. 

2. Related Works 

The well known algorithms (Huffman, Ziv-Lempel, and Factor) shown in [11], are implemented by the keyword 

based algorithms. These algorithms saved a minimum space of 0.09% and the maximum space 73.74 %. For the 
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past few years, [1, 2, 3, 12, 13] have been the keyword based algorithms which represented the data source by 

analyzing the keywords in the source data and representing their code in the suitable structure. Emergent 

principle of keyword base is the dictionary-based compression. These keywords are stored in the dictionary. 

There are many algorithms shown as follows. Two-Level Dictionary-Based Text Compression Scheme [1] 

showed two-level to keep the data. The original text could be approximately saved in 75%; however, the 

granular algorithm employed  gzip and bzip for compression. Meanwhile, the compression ratio is 2.01 bits per 

input character.  

StarNT [2] is the fast lossless text transform algorithm.  This algorithm utilizes ternary search tree to expedite 

trans-form encoding. It’s improvement in compression performance  were shown as 13% over bzip2-9, 19% 

over gzip-9, and 10% over PPMD. In the details of algorithms used PPM,  Huffman  in the dictionary.  Data 

Compression Using Encrypted Text [3] is  to  define  a unique  encryption or  signature. This algorithm could 

save the text in 30-60%. Other one is the survey in [26] shown the parsing problem for dictionary-based text 

compression, and it’s efficient compression shown in 22.51-36.45%. The greedy parsing optimality for 

dictionary-based text compression [27] showed how to create the dynamic dictionary for text compression and 

referred to classic algorithms such as LZ77.  

Algorithms [4, 5, 6, 7] and [14, 15] are optional bit-level algorithms. The low efficiency algorithm [14] used the 

Boolean function to implement a set of groups to bits which were then considered as minimum terms. This 

solution could save more than 10% of space. A more efficient algorithm was shown in [15], which could save a 

maximum space of about 20%. This solution used a fixed-length Hamming (FLH) algorithm which displays 

such an enhancement in Huffman code. This algorithm used to compress the multimedia file. More information 

can be archived in [7]. Superior algorithms such as [4] and [7] can save a maximum space of about 80-97%. The 

algorithm [4] used the technique called ACW(n) (Adaptive Character Word-length). This principle converted 

the source data into the binary sequence using the curtain character-to-binary format which uses the ASCII code. 

Then, the sequence was subdivided into n-bit lengths which use d ≤ 256 where d is the size of the alphabet. 

Afterwards, this method finds the optimum variable of n (n=9 and n=10).   

The algorithm [7] was  called the enhanced algorithm of [4]. This solution known as ACW(n,s) added a new 

technique using a subsequence of bit called s value. When using the value of n equal 14, the space was saved 

about 80-97%. However, some cases showed poor performance such as 2% or 50% (see the experimental results 

in [7]). The new idea is that using the clustering technique to store the original file illustrated in [19]. Other one 

is the idea of semi-document for keeping data shown in [20]. Another last idea is that the dictionary could be 

updated all time mentioned in [27].    

3. Basic Definitions and Algorithm Scenarios 

The new algorithm depends on existing dictionary, which stores the vocabularies in the target texts. This section 

shows the basic definitions and the algorithm scenarios. 

3.1. Basic Definitions 
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Definition 1. A single file which consists of several words w1, w2, w3,..,wn, is called a single document and 

represented by D={ w1, w2, w3,..,wn}. 

Example 1. If the target text to be compressed is  ‘aaaa  bbbb cccc dddd’, then the details of text can be 

described as the single document, shown below.  

D={aaaa,  bbbb, cccc, dddd}, then w1=Aaaa,  w2=bbbb, w3=cccc, and w4=dddd. 

Definition 2. If there are several single documents D1, D2, D3, …, Dm where D1 = { w1, w2, w3,..,wn1}, D2 ={ w1, 

w2, w3,..,wn2}, D3 ={ w1, w2, w3,..,wn3}, ..., Dm={ w1, w2, w3,..,wnm}, then all of them are called the multi-

documents, denoted by MD. 

Example 2. Shows the multi-documents mentioned in definition 2 and 5 files to be demonstrated where MD 

consists of D1, D2, D3,D4,D5.  

      MD    Text Files to be compressed 

D1= aaaa bbbb cccc dddd   (file 1) 

 D2=dddd fffff  cccc eeee    (file 2) 

D3= bbbb bbbb cccc dddd   (file 3) 

D4= aaaa  gggg hhhh dddd  (file 4)                                                

D5= hhhh gggg eeee  dddd   (file 5)                                                         

Definition 3. All unique keywords are contained in MD, which are analyzed and contained in the temporary 

space, is called the temporary dictionary and denoted by TD. 

 Example 3. Followed by definition 3, example 3 shows the TD of example 2 shown in Fig.1. 

Definition 4. The integer represented the occurrence of wi in TD, which is shown in  MD, is called RN. 

Example 4. Followed by definition 4, example 4 represents RN of TD in example 3 shown in Fig.2. 

Definition 5. RN is converted to the bit form called DBF. 

      Example 5. Followed by definition 5, example 5 Show DBF of RN in example 4; e.g.,10001, 20020, 

and 30011, shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 1. TD of example 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. RN of TD in example 3. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. DBF of RN in example 4. 
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Definition 6. all keywords in TD are stored a special space called application temporary dictionary, denoted by 

ATD. 

Definition 7. If DBF is the compressed bits and stored into the storage, then the file which stores the 

compressed DBF is called the compression file, denoted by CF. 

Definition 8. If all items in CF are decompressed into a new file, then that file is called the original file and 

denoted by OF. 

3.2.  Algorithm Scenarios 

According to the mentioned definitions, this sub-section shows the steps of algorithm scenarios. There are 4 

steps for text compression shown as below.   

Step 1: Read the input, analyze the keywords, and create the dictionary such a Fig 1. 

Step 2: Represent data into RN such a Fig 2. 

Step 3: Convert RN to bits form DBF such a Fig 3. 

Step 4: Use the text compression algorithm to compress employing the existing dictionary, and write the bit forms 

to the compressed files. 

For the decompression algorithm, there are 4 steps to be done. 

Step 1: Read the CF file 

Step 2: Convert to RN one by one block of integer 

Step 3: Decompress to original words using the existing dictionary 

Step 4 : Write the words wi to the decompressed file one by one. 

4. Compression and Decompression Algorithms 

4.1. Compression Algorithm 

      Let nm be the number of documents or target texts,   sm be the total words of each document where sm 

depends on the size of each document. The compression algorithm is shown as follows.  

Algorithm 1: Text Compression Algorithm 

Input: MD, TD, RN[nm] 

Output: CF 
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1. Initiate empty CF  

2.   For i=1 to nm  Do 

3.      For k=1 to sm  Do     

4.          If wk not exists in ATD Then  

5.             Add current keyword  to ATD 

6.          End If   

7.          Add number of related wk  in ATD into RN[i][sk] 

8.      End For 

9. End For 

10. Convert the RN to DBF 

11. Convert DBF to CF 

12. Write CF to storage 

Theorem 1.  All words in MD can be compressed in O(n) time where n is the total word in MD.  

Proof. The main complexity is from the loop of line 2 and line 3. Line 2 is run equal to nm times that equals n 

time; meanwhile, the loop of line 3 is run from 1 to each sm of each document. Thus, each n needs to run by 

inner loop of sm word. Then, all times of running time equal all of vocabularies in MD. The time to convert RN 

to DBF and DBF to CF are also n time. The other lines (1, 5, 7, 10,11,and 12) take O(1). Therefore, overall time 

complexity is O(n). 

Theorem 2.  The space complexity of all words in MD is O(d) bit(s) per 2d  words where d=1,2,3,….  

Proof. Supposing that the exiting dictionary contains the order of the integer number and the series of keywords, 

and they are ordered by increasing numbers. If there are one or two words, then the represented bits referring to 

the number of vocabulary in the dictionary uses only one bit of 21 words. Then, if there are 22,23,24,…, 2d words, 

then the space are  2,3,4,…, d  bits.  Therefore, the space of all words in MD takes O(d) bit(s) per 2d  words.  

4.2. Decompression Algorithm 

Using the decompression algorithm, the temporary space is initiated and denoted by TM. Then, the algorithm 

reads a related block of RN one by one and converts the bit form to words, which will be stored in TM. If all bits 

are converted, then the words are stored in the storage (OF). Additionally, let mmax be the maximum length in sm. 

The main algorithm is shown as below.  

Algorithm 2: Decompression Algorithm 

Input: CF, ATD, mmax,n 

Output: OF 

1. Initiate the space DBF with size mmaxxn (TM) 
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2. While CF not EOF Do 

3.         Read data from CF  

4.         Convert each data to RN form 

5.         Read record which corresponds RN of ATD and get word form ATD 

6.         Write that word to TM  

7. End While 

8. Write TM to OF 

 

Theorem 3.  If there are the compressed file CF, which is compressed by algorithm 1, then extracting CF to OF 

takes O(n). 

Proof. Line 1 takes O(1) time. The loop of ‘while’ from line 2 to line 7 needs to be explained. If the size of CF 

is n, then the line 3 takes O(n). As well as, the line 4, 5 and 6 also take O(n). Thus, the time complexity from the 

line 2 to line 7 takes 4n which is O(n). In the last line, line 8 takes O(1). Therefore, the time complexity of 

decompression algorithm is only O(n).  

Theorem 4.  If there are the compressed file CF, then the extraction of CF to OF takes O(mmaxxn) space where n 

is the size of CF , mmax is the maximum length of blocks in CF.  

Proof. Assuming that each line or block in CF keeps n1,n2,n3,… words where n1+n2+n3+,.. = n. The length of 

lines, which contains n1+n2+n3+,.. words,  are m1,m2,m3,... mmax,… where mmax is the maximum length of them 

and m1+m2+m3+..+mmax,,…=m. Corresponding to line 1 of algorithm, the required space for keeping TM is mxn 

space which implies O(mmaxxn).  

5. Theoretical Results 

The theoretical results are focused on the saved space per word and the target texts from kilo-word(s) to mega-

word(s) within the given length of words. Table 1 to table 3 show the space could be saved per word when the 

vocabularies 2-1024 words while the length of word 8, 16, and 32 characters, respectively.  Table 4 to table 6 

show the saved spaces when the target texts are 2 -1024 words. Additionally, table 7 shows the large target texts 

from 2-1024 Mega-words when the word length is 32 characters. 

The formula for calculation of table 1 to table 3 is shown as below. 

 

% of Saved Space (per word) = ((Original Bits)-Required Space)/Original Bits)*100           (1) 
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Table 1. Saved space per word when the length of word is 8 (Original Bits=64 ASCII, 128 Unicode).  

# of 

vocabularies(words) 

The required 

space  per 

word (bits)  

Saved space of 

ASCII text (% per 

word) 

Saved space of 

Unicode  text (%) 

2 1 98.43 99.21 

4 2 96.87 98.43 

8 3 95.31 97.65 

16 4 93.75 96.87 

32 5 92.18 96.09 

64 6 90.62 95.31 

128 7 89.06 94.53 

256 8 87.50 93.75 

512 9 85.93 92.96 

1024 10 84.37 92.18 

Table 2. Saved space per word when the length of word is 16 (Original Bit=128 ASCII, 256 Unicode). 

# of 

vocabularies(words) 

The required space  

per word (bits) 

Saved space of 

ASCII text (% per 

word) 

Saved space of 

Unicode text (%) 

2 1 99.22 99.61 

4 2 98.44 99.22 

8 3 97.66 98.83 

16 4 96.88 98.44 

32 5 96.09 98.05 

64 6 95.31 97.66 

128 7 94.53 97.27 

256 8 93.75 96.88 

512 9 92.97 96.48 

1024 10 92.19 96.09 

Table 3. Saved space per word when the length of word is 32 (Original Bit=256 ASCII, 512 Unicode). 

# of 

vocabularies(words) 

The required space  

per word (bits) 

Saved space of 

ASCII text (% per 

word) 

Saved space of 

Unicode (%) 

2 1 99.61 99.80 

4 2 99.22 99.61 

8 3 98.83 99.41 

16 4 98.44 99.22 

32 5 98.05 99.02 

64 6 97.66 98.83 

128 7 97.27 98.63 

256 8 96.88 98.44 

512 9 96.48 98.24 

1024 10 96.09 98.05 
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The formula for calculation of table 4 to table 6 is shown as below. 

% of Saved Space = ((Original Bytes)-Required Byte Spaces)/Original Bytes)*100              

(2) 

Original Byte = Kilo-Words *8, Required Byte = Required Bits/8              

(3) 

 

Table 4. Compression results when the original text equals 1 Kilo-Words with 8 character lengths (ASCII=8192 Bytes, Unicode=16394 

Bytes) 

# of 

vocabularies(words) 

The required space  

(Bytes) 

Saved spaces (%) 

of ASCII code 

Saved space (%) 

of Unicode 

2 256 96.88 98.44 

4 384 95.31 97.66 

8 512 93.75 96.88 

16 640 92.19 96.09 

32 768 90.63 95.31 

64 896 89.06 94.53 

128 1024 87.50 93.75 

256 1152 85.94 92.97 

512 1280 84.38 92.19 

1024 1408 82.81 91.41 

 

 

 Table 5. Compression results when the original text equals 1 Kilo-Words with 16 character lengths (ASCII=16384 Bytes, Unicode=32768 

Bytes)  

# of 

vocabularies(words) 

The required space  

(Bytes) 

Saved spaces (%) 

of ASCII code 

Saved spaces (%) 

of Unicode 

2 256 98.44 99.22 

4 384 97.66 98.83 

8 512 96.88 98.44 

16 640 96.09 98.05 

32 768 95.31 97.66 

64 896 94.53 97.27 

128 1024 93.75 96.88 

256 1152 92.97 96.48 

512 1280 92.19 96.09 

1024 1408 91.41 95.70 
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Table 6. Compression results when the original text equals 1 Kilo-Words with 32 character lengths (ASCII=32768 Bytes, Unicode=65536 

Bytes)  

# of 

vocabularies(words) 

The required space  

(Bytes) 

Saved spaces (%) 

of ASCII code 

Saved spaces (%) 

of Unicode 

2 256 99.22 99.61 

4 384 98.83 99.41 

8 512 98.44 99.22 

16 640 98.05 99.02 

32 768 97.66 97.66 

64 896 97.27 98.83 

128 1024 96.88 98.63 

256 1152 96.48 98.44 

512 1280 96.09 98.05 

1024 1408 95.70 97.85 

 

The formula for calculation of table 7 is shown as below. 

% of Saved Space = ((Original Mega-Bytes)-Required Mega-Byte Spaces)/Original Mega-Bytes)*100              

(3) 

Original Mega-Byte = Mega-Words *1048576*word length,                 (4) 

Required Mega-Byte = (Required Bits* (Mega-Words *1048576))/1048576              

(5) 

 Table 7. Compression results when the original text in Mega-Words with 32 character lengths and 32-bits per word.  

# of 

vocabularies(Mega-

words) 

The required space  

per word (bits) 

ASCII text 

(Bytes)/Unicode 

(MB) 

The required space  

(MB) 

Saved spaces (%) 

of ASCII code 

Saved spaces (%) 

of Unicode 

2 21 64/128 5.25 91.80 95.90 

4 22 128/256 11 91.41 95.70 

8 23 512/1024 23 95.51 97.75 

16 24 1024/2048 48 95.31 97.66 

32 25 2048/4096 100 95.12 97.56 

64 26 4096/8192 208 94.92 97.46 

128 27 8192/16384 432 94.73 97.36 

256 28 16384/32768 896 94.53 97.27 

512 29 32768/65536 1856 94.34 97.17 

1024 30 65536/131072 3840 94.14 97.07 

6. Discussion 

This algorithm only shows the theoretical results that need the space to keep the packed filed less than 20% per 

each result. However, the algorithm was assumed that there is an existing dictionary. That is, the dictionary 
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could be used to keep all unique words. If there are several unique keywords and no redundant of words, then 

this algorithm could be used space more than the original text. Suggestion that the dictionary should use the 

efficient algorithms (e.g., [16,17, 18] or [26, 27]) to stored the vocabularies.   

7. Conclusion 

Based on an existing dictionary, the new algorithm was presented. The proposed algorithm employed the bit-level 

to store the target texts. The time complexity of the compressing algorithm takes O(n) time, and the time 

complexity of the decompressing algorithm also takes O(n) time where n is the length of the source data. In 

compressing phase, the space complexity takes O(d) per 2d  words where d=1,2,3,…, and takes O(mmaxxn) space 

in decompressing phase where mmax is the maximum words in the block of compressed files. The theoretical 

results showed that the average spaces to be saved per word were from 87.66-99.41% when target texts were 

from 2-1024 mega-words. As well as, a maximum saved space was 99.80%.  
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